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Abstract

3D-printed continuous ramie fiber reinforced polypropylene composites (CRFRPP) are expected to ensure good mechanical properties while meeting the requirements of environmental friendliness and sustainability. To promote the wide industrial application of CRFRPP, this work investigated the effects of printing parameters (extrusion flow rate, printing temperature, layer thickness and printing speed) on the interfacial properties of CRFRPP. The interlayer and intralayer interfacial properties of CRFRPP with different printing parameters were studied using the design of experiment approach. Machine learning methods and response surface methodology prediction were also carried out based on the experimental results to bridge the printing parameters and interfacial properties. According to the prediction results, the printing
parameters were optimized to improve the production efficiency while ensuring the desired interfacial performance. At last, the bending tests were conducted to investigate how the difference in interfacial properties can be translated to the mechanical performance. The results found that printed specimens with weak interfacial strength suffered interlaminar delamination failure when subjected to bending loads, greatly weakening the mechanical properties of the composites.
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1 Introduction

Additive manufacturing (AM), also known as 3D printing, is a promising manufacturing technology for quickly and cost-effectively fabricating objects with complicated structures [1]. Material extrusion-based additive manufacturing (ME-AM) is a widely used AM method that fabricated 3D parts by selectively laying extruded semi-molten thermoplastic materials. ME-AM has attracted increasing attention due to its advantages of simple process, cost-saving, high forming efficiency and multi-material flexibility [2]. However, some challenges, such as voids in the microstructure and poor interfacial interaction, impact negatively the mechanical properties of printed parts thus limiting the industrial application of ME-AM products [3]. Driven by these challenges and applications, polymer-based particles, short fiber and continuous fiber reinforced composites have been intensively investigated to improve the properties of
the printed parts. Among these composites, continuous fiber reinforced composites usually outperform particles and short fiber reinforced composites in terms of mechanical performance [3-5]. The current literature mainly focused on 3D-printed continuous synthetic fibers reinforced composites [6, 7]. However, the extensive use of non-biodegradable synthetic fiber materials would affect negatively the environment [8]. Taking into account the needs of environmental friendliness and sustainable development, natural fibers were suggested as the replacement for synthetic fibers [8, 9].

Continuous natural fiber reinforced composite prepared by ME-AM is still a young field of research with limited works in the literature available. Matsuzaki et al. [10] fabricated jute reinforced polylactic acid (PLA)-based composites by in-situ impregnation 3D printing method and investigated their tensile properties. It was found that the tensile modulus and strength of the continuous jute reinforced PLA printed specimen increased by 157% and 134%, respectively, compared with those of the 3D-printed neat PLA specimens. Le Duigou et al. [11] investigated the tensile properties of ME-AM fabricated continuous flax fiber reinforced PLA composites. The results showed that the longitudinal tensile modulus and strength of continuous flax fiber reinforced PLA composites were improved by a factor of 4.5. In another work of Le Duigou et al. [12], the mechanical properties of 3D-printed continuous flax/PLA biocomposites were demonstrated to be very sensitive to the printing parameters such as layer thickness and interfilament distance. Cheng et al. [6] investigated the effects of
printing parameters on interfacial and tensile mechanical properties of continuous ramie fiber reinforced PLA fabricated by ME-AM. The results indicated that the interfacial and tensile mechanical properties of the printed ramie/PLA composites increased as increasing printing temperature and decreasing layer thickness as well as printing speed.

It can be seen that PLA as the matrix of continuous natural fiber reinforced composites is getting more attention due to its facile processability and biodegradability. However, PLA was severely limited by its relatively low toughness and poor heat resistance [13, 14]. In recent years, PP has emerged as a new 3D printing material due to its heat stability and excellent balance between toughness and rigidness [15]. Moreover, PP had superior remanufacturing capacity among various commercially available 3D printing materials [16]. Therefore, 3D-printed continuous natural fiber reinforced PP composites have promising potential to be environment-friendly and sustainable composites with good mechanical properties.

As previously stated, the mechanical behaviors of 3D-printed continuous fiber reinforced composites highly depended on the printing parameters. In the available studies, the effects of process parameters on the mechanical properties of 3D-printed continuous natural fiber reinforced composites were mainly studied experimentally. However, the experimental methods are time-consuming and costly when considering many parameters and their interactions. Although finite element and theoretical modeling could also be applied to study properties of material and structure, their inherent physical assumptions and high computational costs make them challenging to
analyze 3D-printed composites with complex microstructures [17-21]. In addition, when interrelated variables are presented in a nonlinear pattern, it is difficult to reveal their relationships using traditional methods [20, 22]. The application of data-driven methods, such as machine learning (ML), may provide effective solutions for the above issues. In fact, ML method has been applied to AM with promising results in recent years [20, 22-28].

In this work, continuous ramie fiber reinforced PP composites (CRFRPP) were prepared by in-situ impregnation 3D printing. Interfacial (interlayer and intralayer) properties of CRFRPP were investigated as they may impact significantly on the mechanical properties of 3D-printed composites [29-34]. Effects of printing parameters such as extrusion flow rate, printing temperature, layer thickness and printing speed on the interfacial properties of CRFRPP were studied. Box-Behnken design (BBD) and factorial design methods were combined to design experiments with the consideration of reflecting the interaction among parameters as much as possible. Response surface methodology (RSM) was applied to predict interlayer and intralayer adhesion properties of CRFRPP with different printing parameters. In addition, two ML algorithms, random forest (RF) and artificial neural network (ANN) were also applied to build prediction models of interfacial properties. The performance of the above methods was evaluated. Parameters were optimized based on the prediction results given by the prediction model with the best performance. At last, the bending tests were conducted to investigate how the difference in interfacial properties can be translated
2 Experiments and modeling

2.1 Materials and processing

In this work, commercial talc (12 wt.%) filled and ethylene-propylene-diene-monomer (EPDM) (20 wt.%) toughened commercial PP-based composite, PP/EPDM/talc (grade 7510, Sabic, Saudi Arabia), was selected to be the matrix for CRFRPP. Continuous ramie fiber (Hunan Huasheng Dongting Ramie Textile co., ltd, Hunan, China) was selected to be the reinforcement for CRFRPP in this study. This ramie yarn was twisted (400 turn/meter) with a linear density of 36 Nm/2R. Nm is an indirect yarn count system. The length of yarn in meters of one gram of yarn or the length of yarn in kilometers of one kilogram of yarn is called new metric count (Nm). 2R means that the number of strands plied together in the yarn is 2.

The as-received granular PP/EPDM/talc material was first dried in an oven at 80 °C for one hour and then extruded using a twin-screw extruder at a final die temperature of 185 °C. The filament was extruded evenly by the extruder, keeping a stable diameter of 1.75 mm. The ramie yarns were also dried in an oven at 80 °C for two hours before the 3D printing process. 3D printer allowing in-situ impregnation (Combot-200, Fibertech, Shanxi, China) with a single 1.3 mm diameter flat-head nozzle was applied to fabricate CRFRPP samples in this work. As shown in Fig.1 (a), during the printing process, PP filament was fed into a liquefier to heat and melt. Then the ramie yarn was impregnated with molten PP in the liquefier and together extruded.
by the nozzle. Under the action of heat and pressure, adjacent extruded filaments within the layer were bonded and then adjacent layers were bonded. The intralayer and interlayer adhesion strengths were denoted as Intra-Strength and Inter-Strength in this study, respectively, as shown in Fig. 1 (b). The extruded filament was deposited in a rectilinear pattern.

![Fig. 1. Schematic of the (a) in-situ impregnation 3D printing process (b) cross-section of the printed specimen.](image)

2.2 Characterization

Four printing parameters that could have great influences on the performance of the printed specimen: extrusion flow rate, printing temperature, layer thickness and printing speed were chosen to study their effects on the interfacial properties of CRFRPP, and each parameter was set at three levels, as shown in Table 1. Note that the extrusion flow rate was the parameter from the slicing software, which meant the
extrusion amount of molten resin in unit length, the greater value of it represented the more resin extrusion per unit length. The print line spacing was set at a constant value of 1.0 mm to ensure printed specimens can be successfully printed under all printing parameters combinations in our work. Box-Behnken design (BBD) was used to generate experimental points in this study. For BBD, only tests in the center points were designed to repeat for evaluating the error of experiments [35-37]. In addition, we added 12 experimental points to better train and validate ML models for improving prediction accuracy. As a result, each type of test (Inter-strength or Intra-strength test) had 39 experimental points and 78 tests were conducted in total.

Table 1. Printing parameters with their codes and levels.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Printing parameters</th>
<th>Codes</th>
<th>Levels</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Extrusion flow rate (%)</td>
<td>E</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Printing temperature (°C)</td>
<td>T</td>
<td>190</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Layer thickness (mm)</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>0.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Printing speed (mm/min)</td>
<td>V</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The combinations of printing parameters based on the experimental design as well as the experimental results are detailed in section 3.1 (shown in Table 3). According to the experimental design, CRFRPP with different printing parameter combinations were
manufactured and their interfacial properties (interlayer and intralayer adhesion properties) were examined. Inspired by these works [33, 38-44] and ASTM D1938 standard, interlayer and intralayer adhesion strengths (Inter-Strength and Intra-Strength) of CRFRPP were characterized by the means of methods shown in Fig. 2 using a universal mechanical testing machine (E44, MTS Co., USA). For Inter-Strength characterization, the test specimens with a length of 80 mm and a width of 6 mm were printed as three layers, as shown in Fig. 2 (a). For Intra-Strength characterization, the test specimens with a length of 80 mm and a width of 6 mm were printed as two layers, as shown in Fig. 2 (b). Fig. 2 (c) shows the typical curve for an Inter-Strength measurement (curves for Intra-Strength measurement showed similar trends therefore were not presented). Interlayer and intralayer adhesion forces were obtained from the average of the steady-state region. Then interlayer and intralayer adhesion forces were normalized by width of Inter-Strength test specimen and thickness of Intra-Strength test specimen, respectively.
Fig. 2. Schematic of the (a) Inter-Strength and (b) Intra-Strength tests, and (c) typical curve for Inter-Strength measurement.

To investigate how the interfacial properties influence the mechanical performance of printed specimen, three-point bending tests were carried out using the universal mechanical testing machine. The bending tests were performed with a constant cross-head speed of 3 mm/min and at room temperature according to ISO14125. The bending test specimen was cuboid with dimensions of 90 mm × 6 mm × 6 mm.

The morphological properties of the specimens after Inter-Strength and Intra-Strength tests were investigated using an optical microscope (OM) (AO-3M150GS, AOSVI, Shenzhen, China).

2.3 Modeling and evaluation

Three methods, response surface methodology (RSM), random forest (RF) and
artificial neural network (ANN), were selected as prediction models. These two ML
models were developed using Python (Python Software Foundation). Scikit-learn
(scikit-learn package, v0.24.2) [45], an open-source ML library for Python, was used
to execute ML algorithms in this study.

The dataset used for modeling was built based on the experimental results. Here,
the inputs for the models were extrusion flow rate, printing temperature, layer thickness
and printing speed. And the outputs were corresponding Inter-Strength and Intra-
Strength. The data were randomly divided into training and test datasets in the ratio of
9:1, which were used to calibrate the model and validate the results of the training
protocol, respectively. For each ML method, hyperparameters were fine-tuned by
empirical methods, grid search techniques and references to related literature [23, 46]
to maximize model performance. The optimized hyperparameters are shown in Table 2.
A brief explanation of the meanings for all hyperparameters mentioned in this study
was presented in the Supplementary material.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Method Hyperparameters</th>
<th>Best Parameters</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RF</td>
<td>max_depth</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>min_samples_leaf</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>min_samples_split</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>n_estimators</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Four metrics were used to evaluate the accuracy of the prediction. These four metrics were $R^2$, Mean Absolute Error (MAE), Root Mean Square Error (RMSE) and Median Absolute Error (MedAE). The equations and brief explanations of these metrics were presented in the Supplementary material.

3 Results

3.1 Experimental results

Table 3 shows the Inter-Strength and Intra-Strength of the CRFRPP under different printing parameters. These results would be used as training and test datasets for ML models. It should be mentioned that Inter-Strength and Intra-Strength derived from the interlayer and intralayer adhesion forces normalized by width of Inter-Strength test specimen and thickness of Intra-Strength test specimen, respectively, so their units are N/cm.

Table 3. Inter-Strength and Intra-Strength of the CRFRPP under different printing parameters.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tests</th>
<th>Extrusion flow rate (%)</th>
<th>Printing temperature (°C)</th>
<th>Layer thickness (mm)</th>
<th>Printing speed (mm/min)</th>
<th>Inter-Strength (N/cm)</th>
<th>Intra-Strength (N/cm)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>210</td>
<td>0.45</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>12.56</td>
<td>40.61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>210</td>
<td>0.45</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>29.34</td>
<td>110.38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>230</td>
<td>0.45</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>24.70</td>
<td>113.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>210</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>9.69</td>
<td>67.68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>210</td>
<td>0.45</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>14.30</td>
<td>72.79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>230</td>
<td>0.45</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>18.15</td>
<td>68.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>210</td>
<td>0.45</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>32.34</td>
<td>103.43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>230</td>
<td>0.60</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>20.49</td>
<td>78.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>190</td>
<td>0.45</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>3.57</td>
<td>34.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>230</td>
<td>0.45</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>25.31</td>
<td>83.29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>230</td>
<td>0.45</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>35.67</td>
<td>105.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>230</td>
<td>0.30</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>27.22</td>
<td>117.58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>210</td>
<td>0.45</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>12.17</td>
<td>67.39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>210</td>
<td>0.45</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>12.65</td>
<td>64.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>190</td>
<td>0.30</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>9.24</td>
<td>54.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>210</td>
<td>0.60</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>9.61</td>
<td>53.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>210</td>
<td>0.45</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>11.45</td>
<td>50.44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>210</td>
<td>0.60</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>9.71</td>
<td>59.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>190</td>
<td>0.45</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>11.93</td>
<td>35.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>210</td>
<td>0.45</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>30.00</td>
<td>100.79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>210</td>
<td>0.60</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>26.16</td>
<td>80.49</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
In order to show clearly the variation trends of the Inter-Strength and Intra-Strength of printed parts as a function of printing parameters, experimental results are presented in Fig. 3. Note that for BBD, only tests in the center points were designed to repeat for evaluating the error of experiments, therefore only these results had error.
bars. In Fig. 3 (a), it can be found that when the printing temperature was 190 °C, Inter-Strength increased with the increase of printing speed. However, when printing temperature was 210 °C and 230 °C, it seemed that printing speed had an insignificant effect on the Inter-Strength of CRFRPP. Similarly, the change of Intra-Strength as a function of printing speed also presented different trends under different printing temperatures. In Fig. 3 (b), it can be seen that when printing temperature and printing speed were at their center level, the Inter-Strength and Intra-Strength of CRFRPP under three extrusion flow rates decreased with the increase of layer thickness and the degree of decline was different under different extrusion flow. The interactions between printing parameters were obvious and discrete experimental results showed nonlinear and complex rules. Therefore, they were combined with the prediction models to know the overall rules, which were necessary for the optimization.

Fig. 3. Inter-Strength and Intra-Strength of the CRFRPP under different printing parameters.
3.2 Evaluation results of models

Fig. 4 shows the $R^2$ score and error (MAE, RMSE, MedAE) of the prediction models for Inter-Strength and Intra-Strength. In Fig. 4 (a), it can be seen that all three prediction models for Inter-Strength showed higher $R^2$ scores. However, for Intra-Strength, RSM presented a relatively lower $R^2$ score. In addition, ANOVA results (see in Tables S1 and S2 in the Supplementary material) found that for both Inter-Strength and Intra-Strength, the Lack of Fit of RSM was significant, which meant the fit of RSM to actual results was significantly inaccurate. Besides, RF presented an acceptable $R^2$ score (above 0.9) and ANN showed the highest $R^2$ score as expected. In addition, the $R^2$ score on the training dataset and test dataset were also calculated to evaluate whether the ANN model was over-fitting. If the model presented a high $R^2$ score on the training dataset but a low $R^2$ score in the test dataset, it meant that overfitting occurred during the training process, indicating poor generalizability of the models. In this study, for Inter-Strength, the $R^2$ of ANN model on the training and test dataset were 0.9682 and 0.9677, respectively. And for Intra-Strength, the $R^2$ of ANN model on the training and test dataset were 0.9449 and 0.9513, respectively. It was found that the $R^2$ of the ANN model on the training set was not significantly bigger than that on the test set. Therefore, there seemed to be no obvious overfitting phenomenon in this work.

The $R^2$ score is an intuitive way to evaluate the performance of each model on the dataset, but it cannot directly quantify the error for specific data. To directly measure
the practicality of the model for the problem, errors between predicted values and actual values were also used for model evaluation, as shown in Fig. 4 (b). It can be found that among the three models, ANN had the lowest errors for both Inter-Strength and Intra-Strength predictions.

![Fig. 4.](image)

Fig. 4. (a) R^2 score and (b) errors (MAE, RMSE, MedAE) of the prediction models for Inter-Strength and Intra-Strength.

### 3.3 Predicted results

Fig. 5 presents the ANN prediction results because ANN prediction results had the highest accuracy. Note that the step sizes of the printing parameters for the predicting dataset were: E: 5%, T: 5 °C, L: 0.05 mm, and V: 50 mm/min. Only part of the results was shown here as they were sufficient to show the major effects of printing parameters on Inter-Strength and Intra-Strength of CRFRPP. In Fig. 5 (a), it can be found that when layer thickness and printing speed were at their center level, the Inter-Strength of
CRFRPP increased with the increase of extrusion flow rate and printing temperature (Similar trends can be found when the layer thickness and printing speed in their other levels). In addition, when the extrusion flow rate was low, as increasing printing temperature, the Inter-Strength of CRFRPP was significantly improved. However, when the extrusion flow rate was high, CRFRPP with moderate printing temperature also had high Inter-Strength. In Fig. 5 (b), it can be found that when printing temperature and printing speed were at their center level, the Inter-Strength of CRFRPP decreased with the increase of layer thickness. In addition, when the extrusion flow rate was low, with increasing layer thickness, the Inter-Strength of CRFRPP significantly decreased. However, when the extrusion flow rate was high, CRFRPP with relatively high layer thickness also had high Inter-strength. Intra-Strength presented similar trends as mentioned above under the same printing temperature so they were not shown here. In Fig. 5 (c), it can be seen that when extrusion flow rate and layer thickness were at their center level, printing speed had an insignificant influence on the Inter-Strength of CRFRPP. However, at high printing temperature, the Intra-Strength of CRFRPP decreased with the increase of printing speed as shown in Fig. 5 (d). The above results indicated that good interfacial performance of CRFRPP could be achieved without having to set each print parameter to its highest or lowest value, providing the possibility of multi-objective optimization.
Fig. 5. Inter-Strength and Intra-Strength of CRFRPP under different printing parameters.

3.4 Parameter optimization results

To ensure the high Inter-Strength and Intra-Strength of CRFRPP and improve forming efficiency, based on the ANN prediction results, printing parameters were optimized according to the following principles:

(1) Good Inter-Strength and Intra-Strength of CRFRPP: through adjusting printing parameters, the Inter-Strength and Intra-Strength of CRFRPP could be set as a percentage of their maximum value (in their prediction results range), or as a
multiple of the mean or median, depending on practical needs.

(2) Low forming time: on the basis of satisfying the first principle, the printing parameters that led to the least forming time should be selected. In this study, the forming time of printed specimens was given by the slicing software and was related to the printing speed and layer thickness.

(3) Low energy cost: after satisfying the above two principles, if the available parameters were not a unique combination, then a set of parameters with relatively low printing temperatures should be selected to save energy.

For example, to print 50 mm × 50 mm × 50 mm solid cube specimen (printed parts with other sizes and shapes also could be chosen according to actual needs), if both Inter-Strength and Intra-Strength of CRFRPP were set above 95%, 90%, 85%, 80%, 75% and 70% of their maximum values (these thresholds were denoted as Td), the optimized parameters were listed in Table 4.

**Table 4.** Optimized parameters for different setting percentages (Td) of their maximum values of Inter-Strength and Intra-Strength.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Td (%)</th>
<th>E (%)</th>
<th>T (℃)</th>
<th>L (mm)</th>
<th>V (mm/min)</th>
<th>Inter-Strength (N/cm)</th>
<th>Intra-Strength (N/cm)</th>
<th>Forming time (h)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>95</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>225</td>
<td>0.30</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>38.23</td>
<td>136.84</td>
<td>45.37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>90</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>220</td>
<td>0.30</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>37.32</td>
<td>129.63</td>
<td>27.18</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
4 Discussion

4.1 Comparison of models

As the results discussed in Fig.3 and Fig.5, the variation of Intra-Strength as a function of printing parameters showed more nonlinear and complex rules than those of Inter-Strength, which would be a possible reason that all three Intra-Strength prediction models presented a relatively low $R^2$ score. As a multiple regression method, RSM can give linear or non-linear models, and each model was scored for accuracy. Eq. (1) and (2) are the highest-scoring models from RSM. In Eq. (1), it can be seen that the model for Inter-Strength prediction is a nonlinear regression equation considering the interaction between parameters, whereas the model for Intra-Strength prediction in Eq. (2) failed to achieve the nonlinear and interactive interactions between parameters. This may be the reason why RSM performs poorly in Intra-Strength prediction.

\[
\text{Inter} - \text{Strength} = 108.84955 - 1.24548E - 1.14408T - 23.56785L + 0.11136V - 0.002522E \times T - 0.086167E \times L - 0.000148E \times V + 0.117417T \times L - 0.000484T \times V + 0.002750L \times V + 0.016940E \times E + 0.004365T \times T - 25.245647L \times L + 7.217331V \times V
\]

(1)
Intra-Strength = \(-261.44119 + 1.34246E + 1.336071T – 86.82048L – 0.01282V\)  

(2)

Fig. 6 shows the schematic graph of the structure of the ANN prediction model for Intra-Strength in this work. The ANN structure in this study comprises one input layer, two hidden layers and one output layer, and each layer contains some neurons. Neurons in two neighboring layers are linked, and the magnitudes of the links between neurons in two adjacent layers are referred as "weight" [47]. The difference between the expected and true output values was utilized to change the weight for increasing accuracy. The error usually gets smaller after a few iterations. As a result, ANN could capture the complicated and nonlinear relationship between the parameters and Intra-Strength, which was the reason why ANN had the best performance for Intra-Strength prediction.

Fig. 6. Schematic graph of the structure of ANN prediction model for Intra-Strength.
Although RF did not perform as well as ANN, it also gave an acceptable R² score (above 0.9). Moreover, its main advantage is that it can output the importance of parameters, which can evaluate what extent a given printing parameter influences the Inter-Strength and Intra-Strength from a holistic point of view. The importance of parameters will be discussed in detail in the next section.

4.2 Effects of printing parameter on the interfacial properties

Fig. 7 shows the importance of four printing parameters. It can be found that extrusion flow rate (E) had the most important influence on both Inter-Strength and Intra-Strength. And printing speed (V) had a relatively small influence on both Inter-Strength and Intra-Strength. For Intra-Strength, printing temperature had close importance compared to extrusion flow rate. One parameter with higher importance should be considered firstly in the adjustment to obtain better properties. For example, in this study, to obtain higher Inter-Strength and Intra-Strength, the first and most important thing is to select the appropriate extrusion flow rate, followed by adjusting the printing temperature and layer thickness, and finally to consider adjusting the printing speed. In addition, one parameter with higher importance indicated it has a relatively narrow parameter selection window. For example, as the optimized results in Table 4, when Inter-Strength and Intra-Strength of CRFRPP were set above from 95% to 70% of their maximum value, all optimized extrusion flow rates were 90%.
Fig. 7. The importance of four printing parameters, which can evaluate to what extent a given printing parameter influences the Inter-Strength and Intra-Strength from a holistic point of view.

Fig. 8 shows the typical fracture surfaces of CRFRPP after Inter-Strength and Intra-Strength tests. In Fig. 8 (a), it can be found that interlayer debonding contained fiber/matrix debonding (as shown in area 1) and matrix/matrix debonding (as shown in area 2). In Fig. 8 (b), the debonding between the fine ramie fiber branches of yarns and resin (as shown in area 3) and debonding between resin and resin can be seen (as shown in area 4). Therefore, both the adhesion strength of interlayer resin and the degree of impregnation of fiber had important influence on the interlayer interaction.
Fig. 8. Typical fracture surfaces of CRFRPP after (a) Inter-Strength and (b) Intra-Strength tests, in which, area 1 is fiber/matrix debonding, area 2 is matrix/matrix debonding, area 3 is the debonding between the fine ramie fiber branches of yarns and resin and area 4 is debonding between resin and resin.

Fig. 9 shows the fracture surfaces of CRFRPP under different printing parameters. Note that the fracture surfaces in which fibers can be seen after Inter-Strength tests (similar to the right image in Fig. 8 (a)) were not presented here because their difference was less visible compared with the fracture surfaces in which fibers were hard to be seen after Inter-Strength tests (just like the left image in Fig. 8 (a)). The interface morphologies at different printing speeds showed limited differences and therefore were not presented here. As shown in Fig. 9 (a) and (g), at a given printing temperature of 190 °C, when the extrusion flow rate was low, obvious voids between filaments could be seen. These defects could seriously decrease the Intra-Strength of CRFRPP. As a result, the Intra-Strengths of CRFRPP at lower extrusion flow rates and lower printing
temperatures were significantly inferior to those at higher extrusion flow rates and
higher printing temperatures (see Figs. 3 and 5). Comparing to Fig. 9 (a) with (c), more
and obvious defects can be seen in the fracture surface of CRFRPP with low printing
temperature. In Fig. 9 (b), interlayer debonding can be seen in the fracture surface after
Intra-Strength tests, indicating the bonding between layers was poor under low
extrusion flow rate and low printing temperature. In addition, the fracture surface of
CRFRPP with low extrusion flow rate and low printing temperature was smoother. A
smooth surface means there are limited plastic deformations during debonding,
indicating adhesion strength is poor. Similar results were also reported by Petersmann
et al. [39]. Comparing Fig. 9 (e) and (f) to Fig. 9 (k) and (l), it can be found that the
fracture surface became smoother as increasing the layer thickness. In addition, obvious
interlayer debonding can be seen in the fracture surface after Intra-Strength test (Fig. 9
(l)), which indicated the bonding between layers of CRFRPP was very poor at a high
layer thickness. As a result, the Inter-Strengths of CRFRPP at higher layer thicknesses,
lower extrusion flow rates and lower printing temperatures decreased significantly
compared to those at lower layer thicknesses, higher extrusion flow rates and higher
printing temperatures (see Figs. 3 and 5).
Fig. 9. Fracture surfaces of CRFRPP prepared under different printing parameters.

Factors such as matrix content, temperature and pressure during the forming process could affect the impregnation of fiber by resin and the microstructures such as pores and defects, thus affecting the interface properties of 3D-printed continuous fiber reinforced composites. Printing parameters in this study directly or indirectly affect the above factors and thus affect the Inter-Strength and Intra-Strength of CRFRPP. More specifically, increasing the extrusion flow rate could increase the matrix content, thus could (1) increase the contact pressure between extruded filaments and layers to promote better connections; (2) enable the fiber to be impregnated adequately by the matrix; and (3) enable more matrix flow into interlayer so to reduce the porosity, promoting better interface connection. Increasing the layer thickness could decrease forming pressure, which would increase the interface gap between deposited beams and
layers, causing less interface interaction. Similar discussion can be found in Ref. [6].

Increasing the printing temperature could increase the fluidity of the matrix, which could (1) enable the matrix better impregnate the fiber; and (2) cause a lower ratio of deposited filament height to width, resulting in a larger contact area between adjacent filament as reported by Ref. [15, 38], causing more interfacial interaction. Vaes et al. [48] reported that as the printing temperatures increase, the interlayer bond strength of 3D-printed specimen increased since the weld time between layers increased. At high printing temperatures, the thermoplastic matrix had high fluidity, which made the deposited filaments more susceptible to small perturbation [15]. In addition, high printing speed could cause more perturbation of deposited filaments, which might result in defects between adjacent filaments in a layer. Therefore, the Intra-Strength of CRFRPP with high printing temperature decreased with the increase of printing speed (Fig. 5 (d)).

4.3 Parameter optimization

As shown in Table 4, compared to CRFRPP with optimized parameters when Td was set at 90%, Inter-Strength and Intra-Strength of CRFRPP with optimized parameters when Td was set at 80% decreased by 4% and 12%, respectively. However, its forming speed improved by 105%. It can be seen that after parameter optimization, the strength was not reduced much while the forming efficiency was greatly improved. Therefore, in the actual production process, the optimization threshold can be set according to the actual needs, and then the parameters can be optimized based on the
prediction results to ensure the strength of printed parts while improving the production efficiency and reducing costs. This could boost the wide application of 3D printing technology.

4.4 Interfacial properties and mechanical performance

To investigate how the difference in interfacial properties can be translated to the mechanical performance, bending tests were performed on printed specimens in directions perpendicular to the layers (out-of-plane) and parallel to the layers (in-plane). Fig. 10 shows the in-plane and out-of-plane flexural modulus and flexural strength of CRFRPP under different printing parameters. Note that the flexural properties at different printing speeds were not shown here because printing speed had insignificant effects on interfacial properties as stated above. And note that unmarked printing parameters are in the middle values in our study range. In Fig. 10, it seemed that the out-of-plane and in-plane flexural strength and modulus of the specimen did not present significant difference, which may be caused by a variety of reasons. This section focused on how the difference in interfacial properties influenced the mechanical performance, so the insignificant difference between the out-of-plane and in-plane flexural mechanical properties of the specimen was not discussed in detail. In addition, combining the results shown in Fig. 10 with those presented in Figs. 3 and 5, it could be found poor interface strengths resulted in inferior flexural properties.
In order to further explore how interfacial properties affect flexural mechanical properties of CRFRPP, the typical failure modes of specimens in bending tests are shown in Fig. 11. Note that only the failure behaviors of specimens with printing temperatures of 190 °C and 230 °C were shown here. For specimens with layer thickness of 0.6 mm and with extrusion flow rate of 50%, the failure behaviors were similar to the failure modes of specimens with printing temperatures of 190 °C. For specimens with layer thickness of 0.3 mm and with extrusion flow rate of 90%, the failure behaviors were similar to the failure modes of specimens with printing temperatures of 230 °C, thus they were not shown here. In Fig. 11, it was observed that the specimen printed at 190 °C (which exhibited poor interfacial strengths) showed significant interlayer delamination during out-of-plane bending loading (see Fig. 11(a)). In contrast, the specimen printed at 230 °C did not present delamination during the
bending test, and their failure mode was the breakages of the fiber and matrix (see Figs. 495 11(b) and (d)). In addition, delamination was not seen on the front view of the specimen 496 printed at 190 °C when subjected to in-plane bending load (see Fig. 11(c)). However, 497 from the top view, the specimen printed at 190 °C exhibited significant interlayer 498 delamination when subjected to in-plane bending load (see Fig. 11(e)). From the above 499 results, it could be found that printed specimens with weak interfacial strength suffered 500 interlaminar delamination failure when subjected to either in-plane or out-of-plane 501 bending loads, leading to the ineffective load-bearing capacity of the fibers and matrix, 502 thus greatly weakening the mechanical properties of the composites. In addition, 503 delamination of adjacent printed filaments within a layer was not found when subjected 504 to bending loads, which was because of the much higher Intra-Strength than Inter- 505 Strength for printed samples with the same printing parameters (see Figs. 3 and 5). 506 507 508
Fig. 11. Failure modes of specimens in bending tests under different printing parameters.

5 Conclusion

In this study, the Inter-Strength and Intra-Strength of CRFRPP under different printing parameters were predicted by RSM and two ML methods: RF and ANN, based on the experimental data. Among the three methods, ANN showed the highest prediction accuracy, whereas RF presented acceptable accuracy while providing the importance of the parameters. The result of the importance of the parameters showed that extrusion flow rate had the most important influence on both Inter-Strength and Intra-Strength and printing speed presented a relatively small effect on the above two properties. More specifically, higher extrusion flow rates, lower layer thicknesses, and higher printing temperatures led to higher Inter-Strength and Intra-Strength of CRFRPP.
Moreover, the printing parameters were optimized based on the prediction. The optimization results suggested that the forming efficiency could increase significantly while the Inter-Strength and Intra-Strength of CRFRPP were not affected significantly. Therefore, based on the prediction results, the production efficiency of 3D-printed components could be improved using the proposed parameter optimization procedure and ensuring the properties, boosting the industrial application of 3D-printed products. Furthermore, the bending tests were carried out to investigate the effects of interfacial properties on the mechanical performance. The results found that printed specimens with weak interfacial strength suffered interlaminar delamination failure during bending loading, which greatly weakened the mechanical properties of the CRFRPP.

In future work, the effects of more printing parameters (e.g., platform temperature and print line spacing) and even environmental parameters (e.g., temperature and humidity of the printing chamber) on interfacial properties will be considered to study for achieving more precise and stable analysis results. In addition, more data preprocessing methods, training and test dataset preparation approaches and more ML methods will be attempted to establish more robust and more applicable models. Furthermore, material modification for increasing the interfacial reaction between the fiber and matrix using maleic anhydride grafted polypropylene and sodium hydroxide will be systematically studied.
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